
LHY Marketing

Brand SHARP
Key Features

Superb Image Quality, Multiple distribution of scanned files,
user-friendly control panel, multi-layered security.

DX - 2500 N / DX - 2000 U

Description

The DX-2500N/2000U is ideal for small offices and for departmental use
in large companies. Customers looking to install their first MFP or to
upgrade from a B/W model will find the full colour DX-2500N/2000U an
excellent choice.This affordable A3 solution performs essential document
functions-copy,print and scan-with ease and can accommodate a range
of options for customised expansion as your business grow.

Brand SHARP

Electronic Cash Register XE-A307

Description

Large Multi-Line LCD for User-Friendly Operation.
Quick Thermal Printer with Graphic Logo Printing.
Quick and Accurate Price Entry.
Data Backup with SD Card Slot.
High-Capacity Metal Cash Drawer.
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Brand NIGEN
Uniqueness

Waterproof, Anti-Wrestling, Powerful LED Lighting

Intelligent Guard Tour System NG-10

Description

NIgen Guard Tour System Model NG-10 is a intelligent proximity guard
tour system.It had been used in area like residence condominium,real
estate,school,hotel,hospital,storage,warehouse and etc.

Brand NEC
Handy and useful functions

SL 1000 is equipped with rich built-in functions that improve
the employees' communication environment,contributing to

saving in Total Cost of Ownership.
Hybrid concept

SL 1000 provides hybrid ports,realizing seamless integration
of multiline terminals, single line telephones,fascimiles and

more without complex settings.
Scalable Architecture

SL 1000 starts from 4 trunks lines and 8 extensions,scales
up to 128 extensions (230 ports).The system is flexible to

suit any changing demands of communication infrastructure.
Productive Communication

Increase efficiency by fully utilizing system features such as
conference, automated attendant,call forwarding and more,

for a productive office communication environment.
Web-based Manager

The terminal and system settings are easily customized to
suit the user's preference.

Unique Features
Office/Home guard functions are provided.Also, the mobile

extension features provide mobility.
IP-enabled

SL1000 is ready with the capability of VoIP (Voice over IP)
trend,or for possible change in the future for both H.323 and

standard SIP )Session Initiation Protocol) trunks and
extensions.

Feature Rich IO Terminal
SL1000 provides 24-key IP terminal, having the same usage

as a multiline terminal in the office IP environment. And this
IP terminal can be located out of office as a Remote

Extension.
Lower Power Consumption

SL1000 uses less power consumption than most legacy
systems. Its is approximately 25% lower than previous

models and reduces the total cost of ownership by
minimizing the office electricity expense, at the same time

saving the environment by going green.
Power Saving Mode

SL 1000 allows automatic standby mode during office
closing hours. This feature saves the systems' energy when

it is not in use and increase its overall performance.

Smart Communication Server SL1000
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Brand MOA

Comb Binding Machine DP-15/ DP-18A

Description

DP-15 
Punching up to 12 sheets 70g A4 per time.
Binding up to 200 sheets A4 Paper with special strong steel punching
handle.

DP-18A
Punching up to 18 sheets 70g A4 per time.
Binding up to 200 sheets A4 Paper with special strong steel punching
handle.
21 Blades free pin for multi punching. 

Brand MOA
Model Analog Time Recorder MOA-8800
Model Digital Time Recorder MOA-8600

Electronic Time Recorder MOA-8600/ MOA-
8800

Description

Electronic Time Recorder - Make Offices Alive

Brand Panasonic

Smart Hybrid PBX KX-NS300

Description

The Panasonic KX-NS300 Smart Hybrid PBX is a cost effective legacy
and IP communication system for small and medium sized companies that
can be flexible configured and expanded according to your needs.
The KX-NS300 has advanced features and starts from 6 analogue trunks
and 18 extensions, up to 192 extensions with an expansion unit.KX-
NS300 is also a unified communication system which has rich IP features
such as mobile linking,integrated voice mail and e-mail,instant
messaging(chat) and presence information. 
It can also use built-in application such as a call centre solution,mobile
solution, and voice mail system to provide more efficient work and
increased customer satisfaction.
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Brand Kimi
Speed High Speed 6.0m/min
Capacity Heavy Duty

Paper Shredder Kimi 2600C

Description

220 mm insertion width
Cross shredder type
2 x 12 (mm) shred size
17-19 sheets capacity (70g,A4) / 1CD
450 w Power consumption
Paper clip safe 
Stapler safe
Credit card safe
CD safe
62db Noise level
34 L Container capacity
Full basket warning
Auto start/stop
Reverse
6.0m/min shred speed
Thermal/overload protection
Auto stop/reverse if paper jam
26kg Net weight
450 x 390 x 665 (mm) dimension
AC 220V,50Hz,3.2 A power

Brand Fuji Xerox

DocuCentre SC2020 - A3 Colour
Multifunction Device

Description

Print-Copy-Scan-Email-Fax
Copy/Print Speed : up to 20 ppm monochrome/colour (A4)
Print Resolution : 1200 x 2400 dpi
Duplex Automatic Document Feeder
4.3 inch colour touch-screen
Dimensions: W 595 x D 586 x H 634 mm
Weight : 49kg

Brand Fuji Xerox

A3 Digital Monochrome Multifunction Device
DocuCentre S2010/ S1810

Description

The optimum print solution for small and home office. 

Maximum Your Space and Workflow
As a flexible modular system,DocuCentre S2010/S1810 is designed to
save valuable office space and enhance your work environment.Choose
a configuration that's perfectly tallored to your workflow requirements:a
desktop set-up for personal or small group use, or a stand-alone device
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for easy access by multiple users,with an optional tray capacity up to
500 sheets. 

Brand Fingertec

FingerTec TA100C

Description

Move to the modern era of time attendance with the TA 100C biometric
device. With a systematic method of data collection, all your staff will
have to do is scan their fingerprint and presto!- your attendance record
for the day has been taken care of. The eye-catching full color TFT
screen enhances the hi-tech look of the machine,and compliments the
overall look of any office environment.TA 100C also has an option for
you to upgrade your device with a touch screen (TA100TC), to accept
card verification (TA100TCR) to provide you with ample of variety.

Brand Fingertec

Face ID 4

Description

FingerTec Face ID 4, the all-new powerful facial recognition terminal from
FingerTec, provides solid identity verification through its contactless
biometrics technology,recognizing a face in mere seconds for accurate
attendance reporting. Loaded with Face Biobridge VX 8.0, the latest of
face recognition algorithm, detecting facial features during enrollment
and verification is made quicker and more accurate,and with high-
resolution camera and infrared feature,face detection is possible even
under minimal light. Customized for function,the device comes prepared
for time attendance usage. Face ID 4 is an ideal solution that is suitable
for small and medium enterprise, as well as those in need of a reliable,
contactless solution.

Brand BROTHER
Save Place

This compact laser fax machine doubles up as a printer and
a copier.The built-in handset frees up space without the
need to purchase a separate phone for your office. The

compact size is packed with many features and its aesthetic
design fits right into your modern office environment.

Increase Productivity
Reduce the hassle with 222 contacts stored and gain quick
access to frequently dialled numbers. Its fast print speed up

to 21 pages per minutes means you get your faxes and
printouts quick. PC send and receive feature also means

you preview faxes before printing thus eliminating printing of
junk faxes and translates to saving paper.

Save Money
Send out faxes during off-peak times to avoid additional

charges with the fax timer function capable of setting up to
50 timers.There is also plenty of cost cutting as you print in

bulk with the optional high-yield toners,thereby reducing
toner and paper expenses. With the toner save mode, you

can print draft documents and save on toner.
Exceptional Quality

Achieve an immaculate finish with quality printouts of up to
2400 x 600 dots per inch (dpi) to win your clients and take

your presentations to the next level.
Environmentally Friendly

Being Energy Star compliant,the fax series has lower
consumption and reduces electricity bills. It consumes only

Monochrome Laser FAX-2840
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1.5 watts when not in use with the new power saving mode.
It keeps paper wastage low by viewing your documents

before printing with the PC fax send and receive.

Description

Brother's new monochrome laser fax Multi-Function Centre (MFC) series
can deliver outstanding results in a short time with superior technology
and innovative features, performing with incredible strength and
efficiency. You can rely on this compact machine for all your professional
needs.

Brand Axpert

Automatic Coin Counter Coin Star CS-550

Description

Hopper Capacity : 300-500 Units
Counter Speed : Max 270 units/min
Each Receiving Slot Capacity : 150 ~ 300 units
Counter Number Display : 7 digits LED
Improve large Slot : 5 ₵, 10 ₵, 20 ₵, 50 ₵
Receiving Slot : 8 units
Total Value & Quantities of Coins Report
Batch Count Mode & Free Count Mode
Carrying Handles : yes

Brand Axpert

Electronic Check Writer CW-388

Description

Main Features:
14 Digits Emboss Print
Multi Currency
Ink Roller (Black)
Heavy Duty
Suitable for all check
Calculator function
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Brand CANON

Color Image Runner 2880i/ 3380/ 3380i

Description

Technology:
Accelerated Paper Feeding Mechanism enables feeding of paper to
be performed at appropriate optimal speed at each location where paper
feed jams are minimized,hence improving the ease of maintenance. 
Achieve Smart Colour Printing with Real Time ACS
With Auto-Colour Select (ACS) function,the machine automatically
detects and distinguishes colour and black-and-white originals in real
time,requiring no pre-scan for printing.This allows you to print mixed
originals without compromising on the printing speed & helps to save on
colour toner. 
IR Controller   
Elevates overall multifunction capabilities by synchronizing
scanner,image processor and engine operation,thus realizing higher
speed and efficient operation thought concurrent processing. It also
improves productivity by allowing you to return to work immediately after
scanning to the memory.
MEAP 
The Color imageRUNNER 2880i/3380/3380i series incorporate Canon's
MEAP ( Multifunctional Embedded Application Platform). This is an in-
built Jave platform that gives you many more potential uses of your
intelligent Color imageRUNNER 2880i/3380/3380i series by customizing
specific applications. So you're connected with colour and the future. 

Brand CANON

Image Runner 3245/ 3235/ 3225

Description

The Multifunction System That Does Everything You Need
In business it' great when you can really depend on someone to get the
job done. That's the way to think about the image RUNNER
3245/3235/3225 systems. One powerful,ever-reliable device, it allows
you to print,fax,colour scan, and send information easily and quickly, with
the quality needed to make your document communication really stand
out. 
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Brand Axpert

MQ320 Laminating Machine

Description

Features: 
Laminating width : 330 mm
4 Rollers 
Hot & Cold Laminating Function
Operating Temperature : 80 °C -180 °C
Max Laminating Thickness : 2mm
Max Laminating Speed : 0.5m / min

Brand Axpert

BC-500MG Banknote Counter

Description

Features
1) Counterfeit detecting function (UV) or (UV & MG):
UV : Fluorescent detection
MG : Magnetic detection. The sensitivity of which can be adjusted by
using the buttons in the panel.
2) Auto start counting mode:
Put banknotes on hopper and then machine will begin to count
automatically.
3) Manual start counting mode:
Put banknotes on hopper, and only after pressing the RESTART button
can the machine begin to work.
4) 3S function:
Optional stop function:
the users can suspend the running of the machine at will by pressing the
"RESTART" button. 
5) Four levels of counting speed:
800 pcs/min, 1200 pcs/min, 1600 pcs/min, 2000 pcs/min.
6) Addition function:
Under this mode the new counted quantity will be added to the
previously counted quantity.
7) Batch Function:
Preset the counting number you need,the machine will stop when it
reaches and the machine will work again when the banknotes are taken
off.
8) Chained note detection (two sheets):
When detects chained note,the machine will stop and emit beeping
sound.The sensitivity of which can be adjusted by using the buttons in
the panel.
9) Size detection:
The machine recognizes the first banknote as the standard.The smaller
note in width (2mm diffference) can be detected.The sensitivity of which
can be adjusted by using the buttons in the panel.
11) Half-note detection :
When detects half-note, the machine will stop and emit beeping sound.
12) Easy maintenance:
The user can upgrade the software easily through internet. 
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Brand APS
Body

The main frame is constructed with an overall thickness
measuring 102mm (4ins) reinforced with high density

proofing material encased in steel. The bosy provides
strong resistant from penetration attempt with oxyacetylene

torch of high tech mechanical tools.
Door

Full length vertical interlocking rebate encrusted with
160mm (6.3ins) thickness of high density fire proofing

materials and a 60mm (2.4ins) thickness door slab secures
lock tight position in the even of break-in attempt using

hydraulic jack,explosive or sawing of the door hinges.
Locking

A 3-way moving rod 32mm (1.25ins) for the front,upper and
lower section of the door. A 100,000,000 combination three-

wheel locking system and additional high security 7 lever
key.

Bankers Safe

Description

The series is specially designed with the highest degree of protection
against most sophisticated tools and techniques used in burglary today.
It provides maximum protection for your valuables, important documents
and especially cash from burglary and fire.  

APS Safe Incorporate full length reinforced vertical interlocking rebate
securing the back ensuring the door remain locked in the even of
hydraulics jack attack, explosive attack or the hinges are swanked off. 

Brand APS
Body

Designed to provide maximum security on fire and
burglary.V-Ridge designs built to prolong the heat transition

towards the internal sector of the safe and also to prevent
smoke from getting through.The V-Ridge design also

provides you an interlocking features to create a trougher
situation or any conventional tool attack.Built with purpose

specific design,the safe is further fortified with a special
insulation material called Thermal Expanded Microfoam. It is
a technology adapted from Japanese safe maker to provide

you a better security against fire and burglary.
Locking

Comprises of a 1:1.000,000 3 wheels keyless combination
lock along with a cylinder lock to increase the range of

security and also to work along side with the body structure
to provide maximum security.

Interior
A separate drawer is included to increase the gap between

the body and the drawer. It works by creating air buffer
between the body and the drawer to prolong heat transition.

As we all know air is weak in terms of heat conduction.
Finishing

In this series we provide 6 sizes in single tone or two tone to
choose from. The paint also provides you with a midor

degree of protection against unintentional scratches or
dents.

Personal Safe and Fire Resistant Safe

Description

Fire has always been a threat to everyone and almost everything.
Business built up over generations, newly formed companies, major
corporations and small firms have all suffered. To most, the loss of
irreplaceable documentation may or will result in closure of business. 
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Brand APS

Home Safe and Night Safe

Description

Home Safe
The models from this range are designed and recommended for homes.
They offer a similar protection against fire and a wide range of
sophisticated tools and techniques of attack.The features of this APS
safe series are unique and blends into your home without compromising
the quality to provide maximum security and protection on your
valuables. 
Model AP1 & AP2: These models are specially consructed and designed
for homes. 
AP1 : Keyless combination systems.
AP2 : Key lock system only.

Model AP3 : A stack up combination of model AP1 and AP2 which is
known as the "Double Decker Safe", are deisgned for spake saving
which can be placed conveniently any corner of your premises. This
ideal combination protection on your important documents and
valuables.

APS Night Safe
The models come in 3 sizes. The design choices available are heavy
duty & practical. Each has a combination lock, designed for easy access
in opening and locking. The Night Deposit safe caters specially for cash
deposites after office hours or any time of the day. It has a slot at the top
section for easy drop-in deposit.
The TS3 deposit drawer comes in either for front or back to suit
individuals requirement. 

Brand APS
Body

Designed to provide overall thickness of measuring 64mm.
By using high density proofing material encased in steel to

resist oxyacetylene and conventional tool attacks.
Boltwork

There are placed three boltworks on the front, top and
bottom. A special design of resistance features to resist

punch attacks on the moving bolts.
Door

Armoured door with lockcase embedded in the door
structure and reinforced with solid heavy duty hinges to

prevent drilling,oxyacetylene and mechanical tools attacks.
The door slab is 75mm in thickness.

Locking
Standard locking system with three wheel combination lock,

which is capable of providing 1,000,000 combinations and
seven level keylocks.Deadlocks device system is

incorporated to jam on the boltwork mechanism if forcible
attacks are made on the door and locks.

Office Safe

Description

The Aps Office Safe Series are ideal for retail outlets, office,factories and
other institution that hold large amount of cash and valuables. Which
requires high degree of protections. Its formidable barrier materials and
superior product quality provide excellent protection against fire, and
attacks using oxyacetylene torch,high speed drilling and hand tools. 
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Brand NEC

Retail In A Box

Brand PLUS

Thermal Paper Copyboards BF Series

Tel 06-601 4336
Tel 06- 601 5248
Tel 06- 601 5249
Fax 06-601 4337
E-Mail lhymktg@gmail.com

LHY Marketing

No. 2, Jalan TBK 5-2, Taman Bukit Kepayang, 70200, Seremban, Negeri
Sembilan, Malaysia
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